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• Why has Liberal America embraced such 





• Restriction of Civil-liberties.
• Rendition and torture.
Explanations
• Conventional Wisdom = 9/11:
– Logic = Lasswell’s “Garrison State.”
• My argument = America’s Liberal Tradition 
Itself:
– Build’s on Louis Hartz’s classic argument.

How the Liberal Tradition Makes 
the U.S. Illiberal
• Leads us to see GWOT as very different 
type of war.
• Threat is not just physical, but existential.




• Outline Hartz’ Liberal Tradition Argument.
• Show Bush/Neocons Fall Within It.
• Establish Links Between LTA and 
America’s Increasing Illiberalism Abroad 
and at Home.








• Equality of Opportunity.
• Free markets.
• Political Representativeness.
Implications for American 
Liberalism
• Development = easy.
• All Good Things Go Together.
• Radicalism and Revolution = Bad.
• Democracy>Order.
LTA is Bipartisan
LTA is Bipartisan (II)
Bush, Neoconservativism, and the 
Liberal Tradition
Table 1: Comparison of Conservatives, Liberals, and Neoconservatives by Issue 







3) human rationality little much mixed
4) human nature unchangeable/bad changeable changeable
5) society improvable no yes/from below yes/from above











Realism as a Counterweight to 
Liberalism
